PRODUCT INFO

Speed Primer Anthracite
Art.: 02.0419.5020
Aerosol can 500 ml
Speed Primer is a filling primer specially developed for spot repairs. It provides a professional result
because of its closed surface structure and its perfect paintability.
The product offers excellent adhesion to just about any type of surface such as metal, wood, plaster, and
most plastics, as well as sanded layers of lacquer. Speed Primer is ideal for filling sanding scratches and
small irregularities. Due to its unique composition the product is suitable as a base layer for just about
every type of modern and common paint system (prior testing is required).
Speed Primer is perfectly suited to repair minor damage. It is often difficult to use a spray gun for minor damage, because often the repair requires
only a small quantity of product. As a result, and because you can use the spray can in just about any place, Speed Primer is an ideal solution for a
business that does not have its own spray booth.
The product has a high solid content and excellent fluidity. Due to its fast drying Speed Primer is dust dry after only 10 minutes and sandable (wet
and dry) after 20 minutes.
Speed Primer is available in different colours. Due to this choice of different colours, optimal covering can be obtained with almost all existing basic
colours which will considerably reduce the risk of visible edges showing up.
Thanks to its aerosol packaging Speed Primer is extremely user-friendly and easy to apply. The product has a special nozzle which gives a spray
pattern exactly like the cone of a spray gun. The nozzle is adjustable, so that the product can be sprayed horizontally and vertically.
Ideally applicable on ferrous and non-ferrous metals.
Excellent adhesion to most plastics, wood, putty, etc.
Ideal for filling sanding scratches.
Universally paintable with almost each modern paint system (prior testing is required).
Unique flat spray pattern through the adjustable nozzle.
Excellent fluidity and tight cell structure.
Very good resistance to the use of degreasers.
Fast drying: can be painted over after 20 minutes.
Well sandable.
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